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Part I: The Overlooked 
 
Towards the end of the first chapter of Thomas Pynchon’s raucously enigmatic The Crying of Lot 49 
(1966), the protagonist, Oedipa Maas,1 in the company of her former, now-dead boyfriend Pierce 
Inverarity, encounters a work of art that moves her deeply: 
 
In Mexico City they somehow wandered into an exhibition of paintings by the beautiful Spanish exile 
Remedios Varo: in the central painting of a triptych, titled ‘Bordando el Manto Terrestre,’ were a 
number of frail girls with heart-shaped faces, huge eyes, spun-gold hair, prisoners in the top room of a 
circular tower, embroidering a kind of tapestry which spilled out of the slit windows and into the void, 
seeking hopelessly to fill the void: for all the other buildings and creatures, all the waves, ships and 
forests of the earth were contained in this tapestry, and the tapestry was the world. Oedipa, perverse, 
had stood in front of the painting and cried. No one had noticed; she wore dark green bubble shades. 
For a moment she’d wondered if the seal around her sockets were tight enough to allow the tears 
simply to go on and fill up the entire lens space and never dry. She could carry the sadness of the 
moment with her that way forever, see the world refracted through those tears, those specific tears, as 
if indices as yet unfound varied in important ways from cry to cry. She had looked down at her feet and 
known, then, because of a painting, that what she stood on had only been woven together a couple 
thousand miles away in her own tower, was only by accident known as Mexico, and so Pierce had taken 
her away from nothing, there’d been no escape. What did she so desire escape from? (10-11) 
 
Oedipa’s reaction to Varo’s canvas is shot through with irrepressible emotion. Oedipa cries, her tears 
spilling out of the sockets of her eyes as the tapestry spills out of the slits of the tower, because she is at 
once brought into the fold of the painted image, psycho-symbolically entangled in its fabric, and moved 
to the very core of her mortal being. For it is through a painted image that she comes to see, in a sort of 
second sight whose clarity is paradoxically intensified through the refracted blur of her tears, that the 
entire world is an inescapable web of illusions, fantasies, and prejudices, deceptions, dogmas, and 
desires, beauty and sadness. 
 
What moves Oedipa to tears is, accordingly, nothing less than the realization that the very ground on 
which she stands is itself, for all its pretenses to solidity and eternity, a fragile, eminently moveable 
natural phenomenon and a humanly forged and fractured conceit: a blue-veiled, ochre-green globe 
spinning in the immensity of the cosmos, buckled by billions of “egos” that are, as the text goes on to 
specify, “only incidental” (11). Looking at the painting and then, as if in a irresistible reflex, at her feet, 
Oedipa sees that the artwork, the earth, and herself—her incidental ego—are all invisibly intertwined, 
parts of a whole whose wholeness can only ever be partially perceived, however thoroughly imagined or 



felt. Looping the loop, wholeness is here virtually indistinguishable from emptiness, and to such a 
degree that the entirety of the earth, all that is contained within it and all that issues from it, including of 
course the human subjects who inhabit it and would make it theirs, can never hope to fill the void in 
which it “takes place.”2 Hopelessness, intimately tied to sadness, is also intimately tied to horror, 
specifically to the horror vacui that posits artistic creation and contemplation as tantalizingly, and hence 
impossibly, compensatory acts. 
 
And so, “what really keeps her where she is is magic, anonymous and malignant, visited on her from 
outside and for no reason at all” (11). Looking from Varo’s unsettling painting of earthy fabrication down 
to her own two feet, Oedipa seeks to reaffirm a footing, and finds, instead, that she is held in place only 
through a supernatural, otherworldly, and trick-filled force—“magic”—that precedes and exceeds her 
and that, far from securing a benevolent sense of self-determination and self-mastery, moves her, 
shakes her, and leaves her at a loss: a black magic, then, malignant and anonymous, made as if to the 
order of a voracious black hole. 
 
Varo’s penchant for magic, alchemy, mimesis, metamorphosis, and the occult and esoteric sciences, on 
display in a wide array of her paintings, is, in Pynchon’s discursive rendition, clearly more self-
questioning than self-affirmative and more anguished than whimsical. The playful qualities of Varo’s 
visual repertoire—evident, for instance, in the wry dismissal of psychoanalysis in Saliendo del 
psicoanalista (1961) or the fanciful send-up of high fashion in Tailleur pour dames (1957)—give way in 
The Crying of Lot 49 to a more grave and meditative, yet still at times wildly psychedelic, take on art and 
existence. 
 
Before Bordando el manto terrestre (1961, figure 1), the central part of a “triptych” whose framing 
“panels,” Hacia la torre and La huida (also from 1961, figures 2 and 3), are intimated but never 
described, Oedipa finds herself at a loss and can only grapple with, but never master and put to rest, the 
“formless magic” (11) whose transformative power—for forms are endlessly generated out of the 
formlessness—is both malevolent and beyond the control of her ever so incidental ego. It is as if Oedipa, 
far from following the expansive flow of the fabric that spills from the tower, could only see the tower 
and could only see it, moreover, as a trap from which there is no escape. In other words, it is as if she 
could only “see” groundlessness as grounds for hopelessness and not as a condition of possibility, 
however perverse, of something more luminous than somber. 
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Figure 2 



 
Figure 3 
Varo herself, as we shall see, writes of a “trampa,” a trap or trick, in relation to Bordando el manto 
terrestre, but it is not the trap that Pynchon’s narrator presents as spurring a meager number of 
possible outcomes that are, in their entirety, little more than masculinist commonplaces. The previously 
cited passage from The Crying of Lot 49 continues and concludes, the first chapter along with it, as 
follows: 
 
Having no apparatus except gut fear and female cunning to examine this formless magic, to understand 
how it works, how to measure its field strength, count its lines of force, she may fall back on 
superstition, or take up a useful hobby like embroidery, or go mad, or marry a disk jockey. If the tower is 
everywhere and the knight of deliverance no proof against its magic, what else? (11) 



 
What else, indeed? In the eyes of Pynchon’s narrator, Oedipa’s responses to a general human 
dilemma—meaning and mortality in a “groundless” world—are promptly collapsed into the stereotypes 
of normative gender, malignantly and anonymously so. Superstition, a hobby, madness, and marriage 
appear to be the only ways that Oedipa, a woman who observes while concealing her eyes behind dark 
glasses, can understand what she so darkly, and yet so clearly, sees. 
 
But perhaps, just perhaps, it is the implicitly male narrator whose eyes remain blinkered, who cannot 
quite see and understand. Perhaps, just perhaps, it is he, as abstract, if not indeed “malignant and 
anonymous” storyteller, who has no apparatus except his own brand of gut prejudice and male cunning 
(from the Old Norse kunnandi, meaning ‘knowledge’) to examine what is before Oedipa, before him, 
and before us, as readers and—moving from the text to the painting that extratextually motivates it—as 
spectators as well. For had he looked a bit more closely, had he had Oedipa look a bit closely, he might 
have discerned another way of responding to the trap, indeed another way of understanding the “issue” 
of the trap, one that does not slide into alienation, which is another way of saying “superstition,” or a 
“useful hobby” that is, by definition, never as useful as “work” itself, or madness or marriage, two 
intensely self-implicating states that have all too often gone together like a horse and carriage. 
 
Turning, then, from Pynchon’s book (back) to Varo’s painting, we find something else, a different 
formulation, or depiction, of the trap. In one of her few written commentaries on her work, Varo, as 
already noted, describes Bordando el manto terrestre as containing, if not comprising, “una trampa” 
(“Comentarios” 59): nestled in one of the figurative folds of the painted surface, whose pigment 
suffuses the tissue of the canvas that is its necessary but fragile support, there is a barely perceptible, 
inverted image of two tiny humanoid figures standing face to face, perhaps even gazing—were their 
faces anything more than blank ovals—into each other’s eyes (figure 4).3 Diminutive and scarcely 
sketched as these figures are, they suggest the more fully formed figures of the loving, liberated couple 
that comes to the fore in the third part of the “triptych,” La huida. 



 
Figure 4 
In signaling a movement from one static image to another, one “panel” of the “triptych” to another, I 
am signaling a mobile, moving story of interwoven and self-woven destinies whose embryonic force is 
sketched in and as a detail in one of the folds of the “centerpiece” of the “triptych.” The movement 
from image to story is not only anathema to all those aesthetic purists who would keep the two apart, 
but is also, strictly speaking, a function of the spectator’s imagination, a narrative imagination that, 
confronted with discrete but figuratively rendered images, threads them together as if in an anxious and 
inevitably partial suturing of the void. Interestingly, as if to buttress the narrative implications of the 
painting, Varo wrote a little story in which a love-struck protagonist explains to her jailor or overlord 



“que yo amaba a alguien y que necesitaba tejer sus ‘destinos’ con los míos, pues una vez hecho este 
tejimiento quedaríamos unidos para la eternidad” (Consejos 29, emphasis original). 
 
The notion of an eternal union, one of the great myths of romantic love by which the void of death and 
separation is fantastically gainsaid, is given further pictorial and narrative heft in the form of yet another 
tiny figure, scarcely more visible than the inverted “couple.” Located near the door of one of the houses 
that spill out of the mantle on the right side of the canvas, this lone, tiny figure comprises, as one of 
Varo’s more assiduous critics, Peter Engel, contends, the young woman’s “secret lover” (“Art” 68). 
Although Engel rightly detects these figures in the canvas, there is, in truth, no guarantee that the figure 
so faintly drawn beside the door of one of the houses is the woman’s lover or, for that matter, that the 
barely perceptible female figure in a face-to-face stance with a barely perceptible male figure is a self-
portrait of the female figure most clearly depicted in the tower (the one who, with a Mona Lisa smile 
and eyes askance, is situated to the left and to the fore), let alone, as a number of critics would have it, a 
self-portrait of Varo herself.4 The ties that would bind these painted figures together in a coherent 
narrative are, that is, as fragile and as fraught with the vagaries and habits of speculative and narrative 
imagination as the painting as a whole. 
 
Such speculation, richly imaginative and variegated as it is, cannot quite disentangle itself from long-
established ideas, or habits, about the relations between the artist and the work of art, habitual ideas 
that would continue to ground, impossibly, the work of art in the lived experience and the “incidental 
ego” of the artist. Even Janet Kaplan, unquestionably one of the world’s authorities on Varo and her art, 
asserts that “[m]ost of Varo’s personages bear the delicate heart-shaped face with large almond eyes, 
long sharp nose and thick mane of lively hair that marked the artist’s own appearance. The personae she 
created serve as self-portraits, transmuted through fantasy” (9). As compelling as such resemblances 
may be, they are effectively the work of the visual and narrative imagination, if not indeed the projected 
desire, of the viewer. The same may be said of the story of imprisonment, constrained labor, and 
liberation that constitutes the basic syntactic thread tying the three paintings together in a would-be 
triptych: it too is compelling, and it too is the work of the imagination and desire of the viewer. 
 
Of course, what one person considers compelling another may consider compulsory, for the story of 
imprisonment, constrained labor, and liberation is conditioned not just by the appeal to the triptych 
form, which Varo endorsed, but also, and more powerfully, by an extensive tradition of heteronormative 
romance according to which a woman is trapped, Rapunzel-like, or confined, Penelope-like, and 
expectantly awaits the liberating intervention of a man, her knight in shining amour, her Ulysses, her 
hero. With respect to a painting titled Armonía, Varo speaks of “el hilo invisible que une todas las cosas” 
(Beatriz Varo 236), but she does not say who or what, if anything, generates the threads and unites 
them, or what “things” are so united and how. Indeed, in the “triptych,” the invisible threads that unite 
specific figures and entire canvases do so in a way that complicates the neat unfolding of traditional 
heterosexual romance and that turns it, in many respects, upside down and back on itself, not unlike the 
inverted couple couched in one of the folds of the earthly mantle. 
For in Bordando el manto terrestre, it is also possible to “see,” to imagine, that it is the woman who 
weaves her flight from the tower; it is also possible to “see,” to imagine, that it is she who frees herself, 
actively, in her artwork (no mere hobby here), she who paints “him” into the folds of the canvas as a 



tiny, almost incidental, detail. As Kaplan so aptly puts it, “she has used the most genteel of domestic 
handicrafts to create her own hoped-for escape” (21). Sewing herself into a situation arguably more 
desirous than laborious, the female figure who may or may not be a figure of Varo herself, partly eludes 
the surveillance of the central hooded figure and produces, in so doing, an encrypted story, and sight, of 
an escape of her own making. After all, it is she, not he, who embroiders the terrestrial mantle in 
Bordando el manto terrestre and who has her hand on the rudder of the umbrella-like boat of La huida; 
it is she, not he, who directs them beyond the (phallic) tower of Bordando el manto terrestre, to which 
she appears to have been escorted in Hacia la torre, and toward the cleft cliff, one of the many vulvar 
forms that recur in Varo’s paintings and that trouble, once more, the compulsory implications of an 
otherwise compelling, for well-worn, story of sexual relationality. 
 
What is also troubled is the very linearity of what might now be more clearly discerned and designated 
as habitual or normative narrative imagination—and desire. For while it might seem that the trajectory 
elaborated in the “triptych” runs in a straightforward manner from the “first” to the “third” paintings, 
such a run leaves little room for the folds, creases, and inversions that comprise the deceptive surface of 
these canvases: deceptive, not because truth lies elsewhere, beyond the image, but because the folds 
are themselves illusory, mere effects of pigment. The same is true of the women and the men, the 
bicycles and the ships, the rocks and the towers: all are mere effects of painting, just as Oedipa, and her 
narrator, are mere effects of language, albeit in the present instance of a language that takes its 
narrative clues from a painted image. But this illusory quality, this deception intrinsic to figurative art, 
lends itself here to a mode of narration that, far from being always and only linear, is also profoundly 
abyssal, in keeping with the folding inherent in the triptych form itself: two framing panels opening out 
of, and closing over, a central one. 
 
The line and the void, telos and the abyss, are both potentially at play here, and in such a way that 
wholeness and emptiness, totality and nothingness, reveal themselves—so to speak—to be the stuff of 
inevitably partial strands, shifting positions, sideways glances, bottomless falls, prolific folds, and barely 
perceptible details that suggest, when tied together, another mode of relationality and another way of 
seeing the world and the traps and tricks that it implies. To characterize this other mode of relationality 
and this other way of seeing the world as “feminist,” or even “proto-“ or “crypto-feminist,” is perhaps 
ironically to domesticate both, but however one might characterize them, they do not quite impress 
themselves on either Pynchon’s narrator or the otherwise ever so movable Oedipa Mass. However 
“visionary” Pynchon’s narrator and characters, however compelling their sense of the ultimate 
groundlessness of all things, they both continue to be blind to the potentially transformative force, 
groundless too, of certain barely perceptible details: the force, that is, of the overlooked. 
 
Part II: The Departed 
 
Towards the beginning of Cristina Peri Rossi’s deliciously errant and erratic La nave de los locos (1984), 
in a chapter titled El tapiz de la creación, 1, the narrator, whose gendered identity is up for grabs,5 
recounts the sight and state of a celebrated Romanesque needlework tapestry (figure 5) from the 
eleventh century housed in the Cathedral of Girona in Catalonia: 
 



El tapiz original, tejido en el siglo XI o tal vez en el XII, tenía seis metros de largo, de los cuales sólo se 
conservan tres y sesenta y cinco centímetros. El desgaste del tiempo (épocas enteras sublevadas) ha 
hecho desaparecer casi la mitad, pero algunos hilos de colores y la estructura general de la obra 
permiten saber qué temas se desarrollaban en la parte desaparecida del tapiz y los fragmentos que se 
conservan, mutilados, lo confirman. Lo que admiramos en la obra, además de su fina elaboración, de su 
bello entramado y la armonía de sus colores, es una estructura: una estructura tan perfecta y 
geométrica, tan verificable que aún habiendo desaparecido casi su mitad, es posible reconstruir el todo, 
si no en el muro de la catedral, sí en el bastidor de la mente. Allí se despliegan los metros que faltan, 
como fragmentos de una armonía cuyo sentido es la metáfora del universo. Lo que amamos en toda 
estructura es una composición del mundo, un significado que ordene el caos devorador, una hipótesis 
comprensible y por ende reparadora. Repara nuestro sentimiento de la fuga y de la dispersión, nuestra 
desolada experiencia del desorden. Un esfuerzo racional y sensible por dotar a toda la material de 
sentido sin renunciar por ello a la complejidad. En telas así sería posible vivir toda la vida, en medio de 
un discurso perfectamente inteligible, de cuyo sentido no se podría dudar porque es una metáfora 
donde todo el universo está encerrado. (21) 
 

 
Figure 5 
 



Just as critics of Pynchon’s novel point to Varo’s painting as one of its main (de)structuring devices, so do 
critics of Peri Rossi’s novel point to the Tapestry of Creation as one of its main (de)structuring devices.6 
The ties to Pynchon’s rendition of Varo’s Bordando el manto terrestre are, indeed, as striking as they are 
intricate. Both literary works, drawing on preexisting visual works, engage in a postmodern form of 
exphrasis, whose classical values of completion, totality, and universality give way here to values, or 
anti-values, of incompletion, contingency, supplementarity, particularity, partiality, and loss.7 As such, 
both works at once fuel and thrive on a synergistic notion of aesthetic and cultural practice that is at 
loggerheads with those aforementioned champions of purity and autonomy for whom painting must be 
painting and literature, literature. Put simply, while Varo’s images, like those of the very different 
Tapestry of Creation, draw on, and lend themselves to, narrative imaginings, Peri Rossi’s words, like 
Pynchon’s, draw on, and lend themselves to, visual imaginings. 
 
They are, thus, mixed or hybrid works, shuttling and spinning between the literary and the pictorial, 
promiscuously intertwining one into the other and violating, in the process, the “the law of genre” 
according to which genres, in the plural, must remain singular, must not be mixed, entangled.8 Both 
works, moreover, appeal to totality and, more specifically, to a totality that, as totality, is not 
containable in a painting, a tapestry, or a text, but relies instead on something beyond the frame of the 
painting, beyond the tattered strands of the tapestry, beyond a particular chapter or section of the text 
or, indeed, beyond a particular text itself. 
 
The reliance on something beyond is not, however, a reliance on some divine, transcendent principle, 
implicit in Peri Rossi’s ultimately ironic rendition of the Tapestry of Creation, or even only a reliance on 
some principle of intertextuality, by which one text is folded in and out of another—though such a 
principle is prolifically at play in the novel, whose very title remits to an array of works by Sebastian 
Brant, Katherine Anne Porter, or Stanley Kramer, to name only the most famous. Instead, it is a more 
unsettling—dare I say “unreliable”—reliance on something hidden, missing, or lost, on something that is 
not, or not quite, material, palpable, visible, or readable. It is, in short, a reliance on nothing so much as 
imagination and desire, a reliance that—faced with the “formless magic” of the “void” (as Pynchon puts 
it) and the loss, over time, of a presumably perfectly structured material (as Peri Rossi puts it)—requires 
a “bastidor de la mente” or “mental frame” if a principle of battered totality is in any way to be 
salvaged. 
 
Of course, the reliance on nothing so much as imagination and desire, on supplemental mental frames 
forever “beyond” the visible and legible surface of the works, can entail, as noted above with respect to 
Pynchon’s Oedipa, a reliance on pre-existing and often unconscious protocols, habits, customs, and 
prejudices that would constrain and contain imagination, desire, and mental frames themselves 
(framing, as it were, the frames), constraining and containing, in the process, what presumably spills 
beyond the frame of the painting or what exceeds the tattered borders of the tapestry. 
 
We have “seen” how a tiny detail, overlooked, can motivate an entire well-worn story of feminine 
entrapment and liberation at the hands of a man, how a tiny detail, overlooked, can miss the force of an 
alternative, minoritized imagination that does not seek to “make good” the groundlessness of grounds 
but that, more ontologically modest, seeks to expand the play of meaning and to open up other spaces 



of human thought and activity in what might be called a nihilism of possibility. This nihilistic possibility is 
such that even if the reader/spectator might fantasize that Oedipa had seen the detail of the inverted 
couple in one of the folds of the tapestry, there is no guarantee that she would have not still have been 
moved to tears by a sense of groundlessness yawning under her feet, but at least it would have been a 
sense of groundlessness that did not perfunctorily reground itself in the tired old tropes of feminine 
superstition, amateur pastimes, marriage, madness, and expectant passivity. 
With respect to Peri Rossi’s (or rather, her narrator’s) description of the Tapestry of Creation, thick as it 
is with self-assured references to harmony, perfect geometric structure, rationality, intelligibility, 
metaphorical closure, and a reparative, redemptive ordering of “el caos devorador,” it might seem as if a 
similar reliance on well-worn protocols—specifically, a hierarchical and concentric conception of the 
universe with an anthropomorphic “Pantocrator,” or “ruler of all,” as its animating core—could stave 
off, or at least make good, the emotive surrender of one like Oedipa, provide her, albeit in admittedly 
tattered form, with sufficient reference points to bring her, the perverse, back into the straight and 
narrow fold. It might seem so, were it not for the fact that the passage is itself but a fragment, and an 
irredeemably incomplete one at that: the section designated as El tapiz de la creación, 1 is followed, 
tellingly enough, by no El tapiz de la creación, II, anywhere in the text, though it is accompanied, as Lucía 
Invernizzi Santa Cruz observes, by eleven descriptive segments of the Tapestry that are intercalated, in 
cursive script, at various points in the narrative. 
 
Accordingly, the whole chapter titled El tapiz de la creación, 1—which calls forth an imaginatively 
reconstructed wholeness—functions instead as a dangling thread, as a part that is not complemented, 
mirror-like, with a second “self-standing” iteration. Indeed, the chapter, section, or segment that 
immediately follows is titled “Equis III: El hombre es el pasado de la mujer,” a title that proves to be 
decidedly other than neatly teleological—first man, Adam, and then Eve, as his “translation” (in the 
sense of translatus, “out of or across the side”: i.e. Adam’s rib). Far from proceeding in a neatly linear 
manner, La nave de los locos, with X, or Equis, as its ex-centric protagonist (a cipher, a cross-mark, a 
chiastic effect), closes, so to speak, with the ludicrous collapse of another symbolic center, that of the 
sovereign or king. 
 
In Peri Rossi’s text, the sovereign is, at bottom, a violent, imperious joke, one who, upon hearing that 
the “solution” to the riddle of sexual difference—“¿Cuál es el tributo mayor, el homenaje que un 
hombre puede hacer a la mujer que ama?” (195)—is “su virilidad,” breaks down and comes to naught: 
 
el rey, súbitamente disminuido, el rey, como un caballito de juguete, el rey, como un muñequito de 
pasta, el reyecito de chocolate cae de bruces, vencido, el reyecito se hunde en el barro, el reyecito, 
derrotado, desaparece. Gime, antes de morir. (197) 
 
So “closes” Peri Rossi’s novel, not with a bang but a whimper, and with the Pantocrator who would rule 
over all reduced to a plaything or edible figurine, dethroned and, no less importantly, unmanned. After 
all, the “su” by which “virilidad” would be qualified and “possessed” is, as many critics have remarked, 
inextricably ambiguous: “his,” “hers,” or, indeed, “its,” all are possible, but none can be erected into the 
one, true meaning. 



For all the abstract, anonymous, narratorial assurances that what is lost and departed can be faithfully 
reconstructed, Peri Rossi, “her” narrator, and “her” text all perversely, even “queerly,” refuse the 
redemptive gesture by which they would be folded back into the same old order as the father, the king, 
and God. “El bastidor de la mente,” to the degree that it appeals to and relies on a well-worn story, 
cannot, in other words, mend that which has been destroyed, worn away. The lost, the departed, in any 
real, physical sense, lost and departed remain: their reconstruction and recovery are, at best, figments 
of the imagination and, at worst, a snarky disservice to the reality of violence, pain, and suffering. After 
all, it is certainly not beside the point that Peri Rossi, like Varo, was herself an exile, and that she, like 
Varo, fled from an oppressive, centralizing dictatorship in which mortal men, dolled up in the garb of 
military might, laid claim, ever so hubristically but ever so violently, to truth, order, and meaning in their 
would-be entirety. In the face of such a totalizing and indeed totalitarian “world order,” the detail and 
the departed, the lost, maintain, perhaps in spite of themselves, a paradoxical power (paradoxical 
because shot through with weakness) to fire and re-fire the imagination in a manner that, far from 
seeking to (re)ground itself in essential, unmovable “truths,” finds any number of possibilities, other 
possibilities, in groundlessness itself. 
 
Part III: The Overlooked, the Departed, and Hermeneutic Practice: Africa and the Entanglement of 
Hispanism 
 
The preceding reflections on the overlooked and the departed, or the lost, by way of allegorically laden 
texts, tapestries, and canvases are themselves allegorically motivated. In keeping with the etymology of 
“allegory,” they are proffered in the spirit of “another speaking,” perhaps indeed another seeing, which 
might be said or shown to be nowhere evident in the works adduced above, not even if one strains to 
see the miniature figures in the folds of Varo’s canvas, not even if one fires “el bastidor de la mente” to 
reconstruct the “perfect structure” of the Tapestry of Creation.9 Somewhat perversely, which is another 
way of saying in a manner more reticular than straightforward, the previous two sections, which attend 
to the overlooked and the departed, are something—but only something—of a red herring. As 
intertwined hermeneutical exercises in what might be called close reading and close viewing, the 
preceding reflections on four relatively (in)discrete verbal-visual works are not offered as prefatory to a 
third, similarly structured and centered set of reflections. 
 
Instead of trying to tie things up in a neat heremeneutic bundle, my aim in this third and final section is 
to make a case for close reading and close viewing as not just symptomatic of a care and a concern with 
art, literature, and the humanities as a fractured and beleaguered whole (little “fit,” it seems for the 
latest brutal “phase” of mechanized, speculative capitalism), but also, and more actively, as constituting 
some of the tools with which we might engage any number of issues ostensibly “beyond” literature and 
art. Put more emphatically, engaging in a critical practice that strives to attend to the overlooked and 
the departed is itself in many respects part and parcel of a larger endeavor by which aesthetics and 
hermeneutics are (in)tensely entangled—“always already” as many of us used to say—in ethical, social, 
and political inquiry. I will try to clarify what I mean by shifting, in this third and final section, to a more 
meta- and self-critical dynamic that takes as its restless, ultimately ungraspable object of inquiry not two 
literary works that engage two visual works that engage, in turn, earthly spheres and cosmic voids but 



rather a particular continent, the one most forcefully “voided” by the West in its push to saturate 
everything: Africa. 
 
In the two previous sections, I attempted to tease out some of the threads that complicate normative 
assumptions of gender and sexuality and, more broadly, of relationality, totality, and order. In so doing I 
was following what is itself, by now, a relatively well-worn critical path, one that takes to task the 
centrality of a masculinist prise du monde and its attendant pretensions to totality and trans-historical 
and trans-cultural stability. By signaling a well-worn critical path, I am not suggesting that masculinist 
perspective and privilege have been undone in any way remotely similar to the (utopian feminist) 
closing of Peri Rossi’s text. After all, one need only look at the gender imbalance that continues to mark 
even the world’s most “progressive” societies or, more pointedly, at the gender imbalance that 
continues to mark most, if not all, academic reading lists, canons, and whatnot that purport to provide 
some sense of support to those of us still interested in literature and art, to realize that, for all the 
undeniable accomplishments of feminist inquiry, a masculinist principle of privilege continues to hold. A 
similar argument can be made with respect to sexuality and sexual orientation, for a heteronormative 
principle of privilege continues to hold in even the most “progressive” societies and educational 
endeavors. 
 
Wary of the totalizing sweep of the preceding two declarations, I would do well to be a bit more specific 
and to turn, explicitly, to the disciplinary frame in which I am writing what I am here writing: an on-line 
“Revista de arte, literatura, lingüística y cultura” titled Pterodáctilo produced by graduate students in 
the Department of Spanish and Portuguese at the University of Texas at Austin. When I was first 
approached by the editors for a contribution, I found myself wondering what, if anything, “new” or 
“pertinent”–to invoke two of the more dogged academic commodity fetishes—I could offer that might 
bear on the discipline, traversed by other disciplines, that brings us ever so virtually together. Whether 
one speaks of Hispanism, or Latin Americanism, or Hispanic and/or Lusophone Studies, or simply 
“Spanish and Portuguese” (none of these monikers is without problems), or something else, the fact is 
that women’s studies and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered studies, feminist inquiry and queer 
theory, have left their mark on all of them in profound and, for some, disconcerting, troubling, and no 
doubt even annoying ways. 
Indeed, it is next to impossible to avoid encountering any number of subtly and/or passionately argued 
articles, chapters, and books that give a place of troubled privilege to questions of gender and sexuality. 
There is, doubtlessly, much more that needs to be done on and with questions of gender and sexuality, 
but what I would like to signal, by way of the allegorically charged tropes of the overlooked and the 
departed, or lost, is the importance of attending to other markers of general particularity, for instance, 
those of race and ethnicity. This too is hardly a “new” affirmation, for so-called intersectional 
approaches, implicit in my deployment of entanglement, have for years been making inroads among 
(white) feminist and queer scholars who have been productively challenged by African-American, post-
colonial, indigenous, Latino/a, and other scholars intent, and rightly so, on pointing out the blind spots—
or, perhaps, the “white spots”—of much otherwise progressive intellectual work.10 More specifically, 
from within the fractured disciplinary frame of “Hispanism” and its avatars, critics such as Rosemary 
Gesidorfer Feal and, before her, Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano have been pushing at the unexamined 
whiteness of much feminist and queer scholarship.11 



 
Moved by these challenges, I have found myself increasingly seeking out other ties, more ties, with 
those who have seen the glaring whiteness of Hispanism, especially its so-called “Peninsularist” and 
“Trans-Atlantic” varieties (though Latin Americanism is also massively implicated), and who are working 
to widen, complicate, and nuance what I call the “Ibero-American loop” in a manner that gives Africa its 
long-deserved due.12 The deeper history of this work entails, in mighty ways, renewed recognition of, 
and respect for, Afro-Caribbean and Afro-Latino scholarship, long marginalized by scholars of Spain and, 
indeed, by scholars of many if not most Latin American countries—and not just those of the Southern 
Cone. Put axiomatically, Europe and the Americas, Iberia and Latin America most definitely included, are 
intricately entangled in Africa, site of some 12.5 million human beings forcibly carted across the Atlantic 
to “build” the Americas, and through them Europe, and site of millions more who daily risk their lives, 
and often lose them, to enter the Western, or quasi-Western, world. 
 
As I have noted elsewhere, the oft-repeated claim, a sort of schoolbook truism, that Spain lost its last 
colonial possessions to the then rising, now roaring, power of the United States in 1898, is patently false, 
but in its falsity it signals something unsettlingly true: unlike the pearls of the Pacific and the Caribbean, 
the so-called “dark continent” seemed to matter little, or not enough, or for all the wrong reasons, and 
conjured up, for many a Spaniard and, needless to say, for many an American (in the “fullest” sense of 
the designation), a never-never land that was at once slavish and indomitable, indolent and wild, 
sensual and fanatic (the title of a travel memoir by Catalan writer Aurora Bertrana), and resistant to 
both an increasingly secularized modernity and the “eternal traditions” of Christian humanism—to use a 
phrase dear to Miguel de Unamuno.13 
 
What was once called Spanish Guinea, which included the islands of Fernando Poo (present-day Bioko), 
Elobey, Annobón, Corisco, and the mainland of Río Muni (all of which now comprise the Republic of 
Equatorial Guinea); Western or Spanish Sahara (currently, the non-recognized Saharawi Arab 
Democratic Republic, claimed by Morocco); and Morocco itself, constituted another Spanish colonial 
sphere, one that sputtered on through war, missions, and mismanagement until the ramshackle 
withdrawal from Western Sahara in 1976, and whose last, still contested remnants (pace the Spanish 
nationalists) are Ceuta and Melilla, dotted on the Moroccan cost and demarcated by daunting barriers 
that have claimed the lives of countless would-be immigrants. Splintered discursively and physically 
between the North African and the Sub-Saharan, and minor in comparison with the holdings of France, 
Great Britain, Belgium, Portugal, Germany, and Italy, Spain’s African colonies have also been splintered 
from their Caribbean and Pacific counterparts, whose fate has so dominated Spanish, Hispanic, and/or 
Latin American studies that even many of the most discerning critics continue to present 1898, all too 
sweepingly, as the date of the loss of Spain’s colonies and of its Imperial pretensions. 
I have recently criticized the notion of a “Hispanic Atlantic” that purports to supplement and diversify 
Paul Gilroy’s “Black Atlantic” and that, more astonishingly (and yet, not at all astonishingly, for such is 
the force of habit and custom), has nothing at all to say about Africa, which it overlooks and/or loses as 
in any way part of a grander “Hispanic world” whose primary sign of identity, once again, appears to be 
the Castilian, or Spanish, language.14 I do not mean to underestimate the importance of Spanish (to do 
so in a text written in English would be nothing less than stupid, when not downright nefarious); quite 
the contrary, I mean to signal it anew as a “problem” that binds together in often overlooked and 



forgotten ways countries as otherwise diverse as Spain, Uruguay, Mexico, and Equatorial Guinea (the 
selection is only partial, of course, and can be expanded to include a vast array of countries). 
 
The smallest and least studied of these countries, the Republic of Equatorial Guinea, is the only 
sovereign African nation where Spanish is an official language, spoken, according to linguist John Lipski, 
by between seventy and ninety percent of the people, virtually all of whom speak, however, at least one 
autochthonous language. French and Portuguese, though the latter is little used (a Portuguese-derived 
Creole similar to that of São Tomé and Príncipe can be found in Annobón), are co-official as well, 
remainders and reminders of the presence of France on the mainland and of Portugal on the islands and 
symptomatic of what novelist and historian Donato Ndongo (in a personal communication to me) has 
called the “erratic linguistic policy” of the current government. Small and sparsely populated (slightly 
over 28,000 square kilometers of land with between 600,000 and a million inhabitants; land is easier to 
measure than people), Equatorial Guinea, which was granted independence by Spain in 1968 on the 
symbolically pregnant date of October 12, is sandwiched between Cameroon to the north and Gabon to 
the south and east. Although the Fang, concentrated in the historically less developed Río Muni, and the 
less numerous Bubi, concentrated in Bioko, constitute the two major ethnic groups, each with its own 
language (both belonging to the macro-Bantu families), Spanish effectively serves as the official lingua 
franca, binding together communities that, while maintaining their native tongues as the primary means 
of communication in their respective regions, might otherwise have little sense of nation-state unity. 
 
Lest Spain appear as the only place here implicated, it bears noting that Equatorial Guinea, ignored and 
abandoned for centuries by the Portuguese, was officially brought into the Spanish colonial fold on 
March 22, 1779, when the Court in Madrid decided to establish an outpost in Fernando Poo on the 
recommendation of the Conde de Argelejo, who had directed, only a year before, an expedition to the 
island whose point of physical departure was not Cádiz but Montevideo (Castro 25). Of course, much 
more than points of departure and arrival are here at stake. Slave labor from what might be called 
“grand Guinea,” which for centuries was a vast expansion of land that Columbus and others, especially 
the Portuguese, had explored and conquered and of which present-day Equatorial Guinea is only a tiny 
fragment, has effectively left its marks—often as not overlooked, lost—on the fractured entirety of Latin 
America, from the Southern Cone to Mexico.15 
 
Although Africa has increasingly come to the fore as a demographic, cultural, and political “problem” in 
and for present-day Spain, the “problem” of Empire and its language(s) complicates what is all too often 
misunderstood as a unidirectional phenomonen: Africans clamoring to enter, indeed “invading,” a Spain 
that touts itself as being fully integrated into Europe. For those who would follow the threads of history, 
however, the phenomenon is anything but unidirectional: people, places, and things are densely and 
deeply entangled, their directionality unsure, overdetermined, and, in a word, fractal. 
Confronted with the metaphor of entanglement with which I began, I close, then, amid a welter of 
dangling, tattered threads, aware that the literary and pictorial hermeneutics of the first two sections of 
this little essay, with all of their deconstructive twists and turns, are, at this point in time, less 
compelling (and perhaps even less compulsory, professionally speaking) than they once were—unless 
they are threaded anew into ever larger and more complex and pressing issues of an ethical, political, 
and intellectual cast. In adducing dangling, tattered threads even as I adduce ever larger and more 



complex and pressing issues, I make no claim to totality, though I would make a brief, as already amply 
indicated, for the importance of (re)deploying hermeneutic strategies of close reading and close 
viewing, still most intensely cultivated in the humanities (though also in social anthropology and critical 
legal theory), in order to attend to the overlooked and to grapple with, without purporting to make 
good, that which is, and those who are, lost and departed.16 
 
For decades, and within the relatively delimited disciplinary confines of pan-national linguistic cultures, 
the overlooked and the lost and departed have animated, allegorically but also practically, a rich and 
diverse body of scholarship on women and queers, often to the ire, dismissal, and indifference of any 
number of men, and more than a few women, more securely ensconced in their claims to normative 
pertinence. Annoyed by, dismissive of, and indifferent to feminism and queerness, these same scholars 
might prove to be no less annoyed by, dismissive of, and indifferent to the assertion that Africa, even in 
its smallest “units,” matters, or that indigenous cultures matter. Or perhaps not; again, from my 
inevitably partial perspective, I simply cannot know with any certainty. 
 
What I do think that I know is that the feminist and queer scholars who have been—surprise, surprise—
my intentionally and ironically privileged addressees all along might reflect just a bit more, a bit more 
broadly, a bit more intricately, on other dimensions of the overlooked and the departed; might confront 
the whiteness that saturates so much of their work, our work; might turn to others who may have 
expressed heretofore little interest in feminism and queerness; and might, just might, let go of feminism 
and queerness—hardly easy bedfellows to begin with—as increasingly normatively practiced in order to 
find, if not found, them anew. What hangs in the balance is nothing less than a messier, more worldly 
entangled critical practice that, while still engaging art and literature, is also committed to anti-racist 
and pro-immigrant modes of solidarity in tense conjunction with anti-sexist and anti-homophobic modes 
of solidarity and, perhaps most difficult of all for “gainfully employed” academics, pro-working class 
modes of solidarity. It is here, as I rush to an impossible conclusion, that I would echo the words of my 
friend and colleague Arturo Arias, who has eloquently defended, in these same virtual pages of 
Pterodáctilo, the role and task of academics as activists, as “agents of solidarity with the various 
struggles south of the border.” 
 
Needless to say, it is a role and a task that the increasingly corporate cast of universities both public and 
private (which is not to deny important differences) would disavow and, indeed, denigrate; a role and a 
task that the guardians of canonical humanist and universalist values would likewise disavow and, 
indeed, denigrate. The only thing I would add to Arias’s formulation, centered as it is on the 
transformation of LASA, is that when we, as scholars of “Spanish and Portuguese,” dare to come out and 
stay out as activists and agents of solidarity (a proposition no doubt easier, and hence more ethically 
pressing, for those among us who are tenured) we would do well not to overlook or lose the ties that 
bind us—terribly, but also, perhaps, with time and effort, lovingly—to the east of the south, to Africa, its 
art and literature, its people, entangled, ever so messily, with those of the Americas, Europe, and the 
Ibero-American loop. 
P.D. The reader will no doubt have noticed that I have not engaged a work of African art and/or 
literature. This is in part because I am just now beginning to do so (however “established” one’s learning 
may be, one can, while s/he is still alive, always begin to learn) and in part because I would leave a few 



more loose threads and send my reader, should s/he care to do so, to, for instance, an essay I recently 
published, titled, tellingly enough, “Learning from the Beginning: Education, Translation, and 
Intercultural Transmission in Donato Ndongo’s Shadows of Your Black Memory.” Better still, I would 
send him/her to Ndongo’s novel itself, Las tinieblas de tu memoria negra, the title of which can be 
threaded back to Léopold Sédar Senghor’s Chants d’ombre. The world, despite all the violent, profit-
driven efforts to carve it up and monitor its borders in the name of this or that fantasy of purity 
(national, ethnic, economic), is entangled indeed. 
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1 Oedipa Maas suggests a feminine Oedipus who is, it seems, a bit “more”—más—than her more 
normatively known male counterpart. 
 
2 Bill Brown, in an interesting on-line essay on The Crying of Lot 49, disputes Pynchon’s depiction of the 
painting and, more pointedly, his invocation of the void. Drawing on information provided by Janet 
Kaplan according to which Pynchon had seen Varo’s painting at an exposition in Mexico City in 1964, the 
year following the artist’s death in 1963, Brown speculates that “[i]t is possible that Pynchon, writing Lot 
49 in 1965, recalled the painting from memory or incomplete notes, and not with a reproduction of it 
set in front of him. He gets a lot wrong.” Now, when what is at stake is a work of narrative fiction, it is 
perhaps wrong-headed, or at least presumptuous, to take the author—the narrator is another matter—
to task for getting the painting “wrong,” especially when memory, distance, absence, and confusion are 
all problematically at play in the novel itself. Whatever the case, Brown’s rejection of the metaphor of 
the void is as compelling as it is flawed: “The tapestry that comes rolling out of the tower doesn’t seek 
to ‘fill’ any void, nor does it manage to ‘contain’ the whole world. . . . There are several pockets left 



open, uncovered by fabric, and in each case these pockets are not empty or ‘void,’ but are filled with 
water, are in fact ‘bodies’ of water, several of them traveled by boats. And so the tapestry seeks only to 
form or fill dry land, the land masses of the world, not the oceans and lakes, not the entire planet. As in 
the Bible, (the) land is only a ‘mantle’ (a piece of clothing or the crust worn by the Earth), not the 
original, naked, oceanic Creation itself.” Contrary to what Brown asserts, whatever the word “mantle” 
may mean in the Bible, in the realm of geology it designates the region of the earth’s interior between 
the crust and the core; the mantle, strictly speaking, is not the interplay of land and water on the surface 
of the planet but a much deeper sphere, solid yet plastic. Indeed, it is possible to view the mantle, 
contrary to what Brown asserts, as holding in its sagging folds the oceans and lakes (especially notable in 
the series of pools or lakes to the right of the tower). That said, the word “manto,” more commonly 
even than the word “mantle,” designates a cloak, cape, or covering, a garment or cloth, in keeping with 
the tradition-bound notion of sewing, weaving, embroidery and other handicrafts as eminently 
feminine. Whether the mantle is understood as being terrestrial in the more delimited sense of dry land 
or in the more ample sense of the earth in its entirety, what both the painting and novel signal is a 
gendered division of labor, and emotion, in which the void, or some sense of the void, is all but 
inescapable—however escapable the tower itself may be. 
 
3 Although the inverted stance of the two figures is consistent with the remnants of realist 
representation in the painting (the fabric spills out and down), I underscore it because inversion is, after 
all, an erstwhile figure of perversion, a figure not without consequence for one, like Oedipa, explicitly 
designated as “perverse.” 
 
4 Bill Brown, following Kaplan as I do as well, perceptibly signals the smile as well as the nearly closed 
eyes of the “trapped” women: “[t]hey look so relaxed that they might be asleep and smiling at their 
dreams. They might also be smiling because they are plotting their escape.” They, or she, for, again, it is 
the figure situated to the left of the canvas and above the inverted couple couched in one of the folds of 
the mantle, that ever so subtly, ever so slyly, “distinguishes” herself., her eyes not only downcast, as if in 
a dream, but also askance, as if plotting something “suspicious.” As Kaplan notes, a similar look askance 
or sideways—what González calls a “mirada de búsqueda” (“Trasmundo,” 165)—also marks the first 
panel of the “triptych,” Hacia la torre, where all but one of the figures look in the same direction. The 
one who looks in a different, sideways direction is, as Varo comments, the only one who resists the 
generalized hypnosis of the others (“Comentarios,” 59). Interestingly, it is this resistant young woman 
with the different look who might be seen as looking at us, the spectators. We, in turn, look at her, 
though amid so many signs of uniformity (the same yellow hair, the same grey clothing) we may not 
necessarily see her, at first glance, as different. 
 
5 The final chapter, titled “El viaje, XX1: El enigma,” conjures up the XXY of Klinefelter’s syndrome, 
related, in turn, to intersexuality and, within the text, to a transmutational striptease in which the visual 
evidence of the body enhances rather than reduces enigma. 
 
6 See, for instance, Timothy Foster, for whom the Tapestry of Creation is an “organizing principle” in 
tension with “the life-as-journey motif” as another organizing principle (76); or Z. Nelly Martínez, for 
whom the Tapestry is one of the two leitimotifs that “articulate” La nave de los locos, the other being “a 



dream containing an enigmatic question which haunts Ecks, the male protagonist” and for whom “the 
Medieval Tapestry functions as background to Eck’s journey” (271); or Lucía Guerra Cunningham, for 
whom the Tapestry is both “un centro mítico y sagrado” and “un signo visible de todo lo ausente en la 
sociedad moderna” (64); or Lucía Invernizzi Santa Cruz, for whom “son claves los segmentos descriptivos 
del tapiz de la Catedral de Gerona” (32). 
 
7 I am referring, of course, to the most common understanding of ekphrasis, which is a verbal 
description of a visual object or—in keeping with the term’s etymology—a calling or pointing out in 
words of an image, the most famous example of which is Achilles’ shield in the Iliad. In truth, however, 
exphrasis obtains for any number of artistic forms and can run between, for instance, a sculpture and a 
painting or, for that matter, a film and a work of architecture. 
 
8 See Jacques Derrida’s “La loi du genre.” 
 
9 For more on allegory and its “voluntad totalizante” (204), which Peri Rossi’s text troubles, see Mabel 
Moraña. 
 
10 Though I recognize the utility of the term “intersectional,” I prefer the term “entanglement,” which, 
like “promiscuity,” invokes a human “messiness” in contrast the quasi-geometric thrust of 
“intersectionality” or the quasi-biological thrust of “hybridity.” The appreciation of messiness owes 
much to the work of Stuart Hall, whose work is critical to the following formulation by Ien Ang in an 
essay titeld “Identity Blues”: “As subjects from multiple backgrounds negotiate their coexistence and 
mutual interconnection, the contradictory necessity and impossibility of identities is played out in the 
messiness of everyday life” (11). 
 
11 Referring to the increasing incursions of gay and lesbian studies into the “Hispanic” fold, Yarbro-
Bejarano rightly quipped, in 1995, that they “might as well call themselves ‘white lesbian and gay 
studies’” (125). 
 
12 These ties are, for me, first and foremost those of friendship, and not simply scholarship in the 
abstract. Among those who have been working to bring Africa more complexly into the fold of 
“Hispanophone” studies (“Lusophone Studies,” attentive, at their best, to the cultures of larger and 
more populated African nation-states such as Angola and Mozambique, are a different matter), and who 
have impressed me with the ethical, intellectual, and political power of their work, are friends and 
acquaintances such as Michael Ugarte, Baltasar Fra-Molinero, Donato Ndongo, Justo Bolekia Boleká, 
Benita Sampedro, Remei Sipi, Francisco Zamora, Dieter Ingenschay, and Susan Martin-Márquez. Through 
them, I have begun—and I would underscore that mine is only a beginning, not, in any way, a view from 
the heights of expertise—to find and hopefully develop other ties, many if not most of which are more 
distant, more mediated, but not for that less important. 
 
13 This paragraph and parts of others are from two previously published essays of mine: “Between 
Europe and Africa” and “‘No todo se perdió en Cuba.’” 
 



14 See my “Al sur y al este: Otra vertiente de los Estudios Transatlánticos Postcoloniales.” 
 
15 “Grand Guinea” is shadowed forth today in the fact that three sovereign nations bear its name: the 
aforementioned Equatorial Guinea in the Blight of Biafra, the Republic of Guinea, colonized by the 
French, and the Republic of Guinea-Bissau, colonized by the Portuguese, both of which are considerably 
to the north of Equatorial Guinea. 
 
16 Needless to say, the preceding claim, if it is to be realized with any rigor, requires quite a bit of work, 
if not indeed a major overhaul of one’s “knowledge.” As such, it rings differently for people situated 
differently in the academic hierarchy; or, to put it more forthrightly, it is most acutely the responsibility 
of tenured faculty, largely exempt from the precariousness that characterizes the global economy as a 
whole (though recent developments at SUNY-Albany batter even this assertion), to rework their 
privilege, our privilege, and to become, once and forever, students as well, pushing ourselves beyond 
the comfort zones of expertise back into the ranks of the “general examination.” 


